Unwell: A Midwestern Gothic Mystery
A serial fiction podcast exploring conspiracies, ghosts, and unusual families in one small Ohio town.

Globetrotting free spirit Lillian Harper moves to the small town of Mt. Absalom, Ohio, to care for her estranged mother, Dorothy, after an injury. Living in the town's boarding house, which has been run by her family for generations, Lily discovers conspiracies, ghosts, and a new chosen family in the house's strange assortment of residents. Mt. Absalom is full of unsettling things that don't make sense. Lily and her friends must decide how deep they want to go into this town's mysteries.

*Unwell: A Midwestern Gothic Mystery* is an audio drama podcast from HartLife NFP. The third season will launch on February 17, 2021 and release new episodes every other Wednesday with a planned mid-season hiatus. Episodes run ~30 minutes each.

HartLife NFP & Unwell on Social Media
Website: unwellpodcast.com
Patreon: Patreon.com/hartlifenfp
Facebook: facebook.com/unwellpodcast
Twitter: @unwellpodcast

All cast and crew can be found on our website, along with transcripts, content warnings, and other information about the show.

About HartLife NFP
Led by Executive Producers Jeffrey Nils Gardner and Eleanor Hyde, HartLife NFP is a nonprofit podcast production team based in Chicago, IL. HartLife NFP currently produces *Unwell, a Midwestern Gothic Mystery* which has been profiled by the New York Times and shortlisted by the BBC’s Audio Drama Awards for 2021 Best Podcast. Previously, HartLife produced eight seasons of the acclaimed science fiction epic *Our Fair City*. *Our Fair City* launched in 2011 and was a pioneer in fiction and audio drama podcasting. HartLife NFP has won awards and critical acclaim for its dynamic acting, incisive writing, and high level of production.